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ABSTRACT 
This is a study on the adaptation and change of use of three buildings into a hotel; these 
buildings are located in the “La Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits” premises, in the “Les Corts” district, 
Barcelona. 
 
As an introduction, we study the historical background covering the precinct evolution and its 
pavilions uses, we present a brief biography about the architect Josep Goday i Casals, and the basic 
aspects of the “noucestista” architecture are portrayed, being both the style and the architect the main 
characteristics of the Rosa pavilion, on which we focus this study. 
 
We describe the location characteristics, urban and land registry data, functional use of the 
hotel, its geometry and surface areas and the hotel quality standards. We also cover aspects regarding 
the compliance of building regulations, as well as construction proposals for the hotel. As an end for this 
written part of the project, we explain the facilities suggested in the project. 
 
In terms of graphic documentation, we have drawn the plan designs of the three pavilions, Rosa, 
Ponent and Llevant, showing its facades’ front, side and plan views. The proposed layout is analysed by 
drawing bedrooms, coffee bar, multipurpose halls, dining room, staff area, and other facilities as gym, 
sports court, swimming pool, sauna and basic development of the hotel areas. To conclude, the 
pavilions´ general facilities are graphically shown. 
 
Finally, the project is concluded by providing remarks on the achievement of the proposed 
objectives. 
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GLOSARY 
Regulations’ acronyms: 
DOGC: Diari Oficial de la Generalitat de Catalunya 
CTE: Código Técnico de la Edificación 
 
Documentation Archives’ acronyms: 
AH Maternitat: Arxiu Històric de la Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits 
AH COAC: Arxiu Històric del Col·legi d'Arquitectes de Catalunya 
ADB: Arxiu de la Diputació de Barcelona, distrito de Les Corts 
 
Plans references: 
POE-01 | POR-01 | POL-01: 
PO: Planos Originales (original plans) 
E: Emplazamiento (location) 
R: pabellón Rosa (Rosa pavilion) 
L: pabellón Llevant (Llevant pavilion) 
01: orden numérico (plan order) 
LE-01 | LR-01 | LPL-01: 
L: Levantamiento de planos (mapping) 
E: Emplazamiento (location) 
R: pabellón Rosa (Rosa pavilion) 
PL: pabellones Ponent y Llevant (Ponent and Llevant pavilions) 
01: orden numérico (plan order) 
C-01: 
C: Concepto y estrategias de proyecto (concept and project strategies) 
01: orden numérico (plan order) 
PE-01 | PR-01 | PPL-01: 
P: Propuesta (design proposal) 
E: Emplazamiento (location) 
R: pabellón Rosa (Rosa pavilion) 
PL: pabellones Ponent y Llevant (Ponent and Llevant pavilions) 
01: orden numérico (plan order) 
PREFACE. AGENTS INVOLVED 
Authors of the project 
 
This Final Degree Project has been developed by Sergio Gómez Rosa and Daniel Terrones 
Marín, currently studying “Grado en Ciencias y Tecnologías de la Edificación” in “l'Escola Politècnica 
Superior d’Edificació de Barcelona [UPC].” 
 
 
Tutor 
 
The teacher in l'Escola Politècnica Superior d’Edificació de Barcelona [UPC], director of the 
department “Expresión Gráfica Arquitectónica II” and architect, Rafael Carlos Marañón González, has 
contributed, as our tutor, to achieve this project’s objectives. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is a Project to adapt and change the use of three pavilions, nowadays having an 
administrative use, to be transformed into a hotel. We consider the Rosa pavilion the main one, and 
give a complementary use to the Ponent and Llevant pavilions. 
 
The main reasons that made us be interested in this project are, mainly, that it fulfils the 
requirements we had in mind about the location, having separate buildings surrounded by green 
spaces, a smart architecture, it is located in the city centre, in a tourist interest area, next to sports areas 
and very close to the commercial district. We think that all these characteristics are the strengths that 
can be used to engage a certain type of customer who demands to be hosted in a charming hotel, near 
the city centre activity but also in a peaceful spot; such combination of factors make this environment 
unique and special. 
 
The Project is made up of the following parts: 
 
Volume One: Historical memory 
We include here the past history of the location, of the main pavilions and also of the architect 
and architecture that shape the hotel’s main pavilion. 
  
Volume Two: Descriptive and constructive memory 
It refers to the descriptive but also the constructive memory of the Project, explaining certain 
details about some data referred to the buildings, their function, geometry, fulfilment of regulations and 
use of materials and equipment. 
  
Volume Three: Graphic documentation 
First the original plans are presented; second, the plans made by the authors of the Project, 
showing front, side and plan views. Then, based on the previous graphic preparation, we suggest the 
furniture, finishes and facilities layout, in the three studied pavilions.  
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2. HISTORICAL MEMORY 
2.1 HISTORY OF THE "LA CASA DE LA MATERNITAT I EXPÒSITS" LOCATION 
 
2.1.1 Foundation of the institution [1853 - 1884] 
 
During the mid-nineteenth century, the most important public charitable organizations had no 
infrastructure or funds enough to properly welcome the lower socioeconomic segments of society. 
Institutions like “La Casa dels Infants Orfes” (1370), “L’Hospital General de la Santa Creu” (1401), “La 
Casa de la Misericòrdia” (1581) or “La Casa Provincial de Caritat” (1802), still worked, following 
obsolete organization models that did not flow in parallel with the evolution of society. 
  
In 1847, in view of a growing hygienist conscience, the mayor of Barcelona Pere Bardají i 
Balanzat appointed an advisory commission to inspect the “L’Hospital General de la Santa Creu” 
hospital and write a report. 
  
The data provided by the report about the old hospital were horrible. Between 1800 and 1849 
31930 abandoned kids had been admitted to hospital; 26014 of them died before the age of one and 
1424 before being 5 years old. The death rate between 1843 and 1847 was around 90%, and was 
lowered to a 70%, between 1847 and 1849, by hiring 240 external wet nurses. The report also revealed 
the problems found in the old gothic building of the hospital, and referred to some aspects like humidity 
and lack of direct sunlight and air circulation. 
 
The doctors signing the report suggested the pressing need to move the kids out of the walled 
enclosure of the city and to create a separate establishment for maternity. 
 
This overall view did not improve until the new welfare law was passed in 20th June 1849, 
extended by the 1852 “reglamento” and a “Real decreto” in July 1853 that stated the creation of “Juntas 
Provinciales de Beneficencia” and classified the establishments according to their functions. This fact 
was supposed to help clarify the competences between these establishments and the derived 
institutional relations, but it did not happen in a really effective way. 
 
As a positive result of applying this law, the “Junta Provincial de Barcelona”, chaired by the civil 
governor Melcior Ordoñez, arranged in 1853 the creation of the “La Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits” 
having this establishment only these two functions: mother and children hospital for married or single 
mothers, and asylum for abandoned infants. The first “Junta de Gobierno de la Casa” (ruling council of 
the establishment) was established in October 1853.  
 
Without a separate building, and having more intentions than resources, they decided to use a 
part of the “Casa de la Misericordia” building. This fact brought some problems, as the idea contradicted 
what was stated in the formerly passed “Reglamento”. This building depended on the city council and 
was devoted to host and educate poor children, so it was contradictory using a building that belonged to 
the city council and that already had a use, different from the expected in the new “La Casa de la 
Maternitat i Expòsits”. 
 
The new institution started adapting, little by little, to the urban fabric, by searching its space and 
sources of funding. The problems and difficulties faced by the institution until its final location were 
inconceivable, as so were the forced movements of the asylum inmates, constantly subject to 
resettlements in different locations. 
 
As a response to the unhealthy conditions in the industrial city and the resulting hygienist 
movement, the institution was moved to a healthier and better ventilated area. Before 1878, when the 
problem was solved with the acquisition of the estate “Mas Cavaller” in “Les Corts de Sarrià”, the 
institution was moved several times: to the estate “Alegre d’Abaix” in Gracia township, to a rented 
building in Ramellers Street (next to “Casa de la Misericordia“). 
 
Les Corts presented a low degree of 
industrialization, what favoured an offer of large areas 
of land which had not been built at an affordable price, 
much better than in other areas in Barcelona. On 16 
August 1878, the “Junta de Gobierno de la Casa” 
bought “Mas Cavaller” (worth 125.000 pesetas) from its 
former owner, Francesc Llenas. 
 
Main facade of Mas Cavaller 
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Site plan of Mas Cavaller between 1870-1880 (paths in solid black line) 
superimposed to the current path (vials gray dotted line) 
 
Mas Cavaller was made up of around 6 hectares, 67.011 square meters, and was bordered on 
the west by the old cemetery of Les Corts, in Sarrià; on the south by the  “Raval de Can Baume” and the 
“Travessera de Collblanc” or “de Les Corts”; on the east by the Sants-Pedralbes road, and on the north 
by the “Torre Rodona” estate. 
 
Finally, after a period of fitting out and construction of two structures next to the “masía”, boys 
could move on July 1884, and girls one year later. Lactating infants had to wait in Ramellerers Street 
until 1892, when the first new pavilion, known as pavilion of “Lactáncia”, was open. 
 
 
 
 
2.1.2 Hygienist programme for the new establishment [1882] 
 
On 10th June 1882, the city council assigned the doctors in the institution, Joan Rull Xiurach and 
Josep Cabot Rovira, advised by the professor Rafael Rodriguez, the writing of a report about the 
hygienic situation in the new premises to be built in the “Mas Cavaller” estate. This report, published in 
1883, would be the base for the different architectural projects later developed, and would be used as 
the general plan in the later reforms of the premises. 
 
In this aspect, the most significant proposal was the scheduled zone division: in the North would 
be the buildings for maternity, and in the South, next to the street, the buildings for the “Expósitos” 
section (abandoned babies).  
 
The future establishment would have to harmonize very different purposes: abandoned children, 
newborns, orphanage for girls and public maternity ward with the necessary facilities, free and paid, for 
married and single mothers. Having this diversity, they decided to use a building layout in which all the 
pavilions were independent, according to the different uses. 
 
The department for abandoned children would be organized in the following way: 
 
 Lactation pavilion:   - boys and girls between 0 and 3 and wet nurses. 
 Babies pavilion:    - boys and girls between 3 and 7 years old. 
 Multipurpose pavilion:   - girls between 7 and 18 years old (orphanage).  
- Residence for the Charity Sisters of Sant Vicenç de Paül. 
- Administration. 
- Chapel. 
- Staff area. 
 Infirmary pavilion (hospital). 
 Isolated pavilion for epidemic and contagious illnesses. 
 Small pavilion for the morgue and post-mortem examinations (autopsy room). 
 Gym and swimming pools. 
 
The four first buildings should each one fit 250 boys and girls, for a total amount of 1000 
refugees; the first three would be connect by moveable bridges between floors, so that they could 
form an only structure or be isolated if desired. 
 
Mas 
Cavaller
Cemetery 
of Les Corts 
Torre Rodona 
Raval de 
Can Baume 
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The maternity department, with a separation between married and single mothers, had the 
following distribution: 
Physiological Maternity: 
 Pregnancy pavilion. 
 Postpartum pavilion. 
 Abnormal non-contagious postpartum (These three buildings could be connected by a 
moveable corridor on the ground floor.)  
Pathological maternity: 
 Three pavilions for epidemic or contagious postpartum. 
 A pavilion used as morgue and autopsy room. 
 
Besides the layout and general use of the buildings, the report also stated the dimensions and 
inner layout of the pavilions, the kind of surfaces and coatings and some other aspects related to the 
outdoor gardening, furniture, toilets design, instruments or the necessary household linen. 
 
On the other hand, the piece of land was considered suitable enough, even with the necessity of 
placing a compulsory purchase order to make easier the deviation of the cemetery road crossing the 
estate and connecting with the “Les Corts” cemetery. As a necessary infrastructure, it was essential 
providing a basic flow of drinking water and building tanks for sewage. The premises should be directly 
connected to the city centre, and thus make easier the transport and access to the establishment. From 
the hygienist point of view, then, were considered all the basic needs that ensure the perfect health 
conditions: 
“We have always had hygiene as our objective, exposing our beliefs, sacrificing when necessary 
the architectural good taste and the misleading time and money economies on behalf of our refugees’ 
well-being.” 
 
Doctors Rull and Cabot had been working long enough in the House to be familiar with the 
precarious and interim situation governing the institution since its creation. This fact was left clear in the 
report when stating the necessary requirements to design a model establishment. The official approval 
of this advisory report made it a decalogue that would condition the latter architectural projects, 
conceived by the different local architects that followed: Román Prats in 1883 and Ignacio Conrat 
Bartrolí in 1884 with unfulfilled projects, and Camil Oliveras in 1889 and Josep Bori, who finally started 
the building of the premises structures. 
 
 
 
 
2.1.3 Historical context of the pavilions in the first phase [1890 - 1928] 
 
The importance of “La Casa Provincial de la Maternitat i Expòsits” is particular, as besides giving 
name to a whole district, contributed with its buildings to increase the architectural heritage of the Les 
Corts district. 
 
The location is nowadays a urban park that belongs to the “Diputació de Barcelona” (the city 
council), being made up of different public and private facilities such as schools, government 
administration offices or hospitals, located in the old pavilions of "La Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits" in 
the Les Corts district. 
 
Three main periods can be established in the history of this institution. The first, linked to the 
beginnings of the institution, located in Ciutat Vella and to the search of a new headquarters in Les 
Corts. The second, covering a longer period, linked to the consolidation of the institution. And the third 
period, when the old buildings are obsolete and a restructuration is made to give them new uses. 
 
The construction of “La Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits” in Les Corts started on 30th June 1890, 
according to the hygienist theories of that time and preferring functionality to appearance. The building 
programme was based on a functional organization that took into account all the services diversity that 
had to offer. Thus, the maternity Ward was located in the North part, and the abandoned babies’ 
buildings were located in the South part, next to “Travessera de Les Corts” street.  
 
During 1884 and 1885 the temporarily moved to “Mas de Can Cavaller” and a first building stage 
was started according to the project designed by the council architect Camil Oliveras i Gensana, who 
had in mind the construction of several pavilions in the south area of the Can Cavaller estate, between 
the cemetery road and the Travessera; thus, near the area known as “rabal de Can Bauma.” The 
maternity ward was posponed till a later date. 
 
On 30th June, 1890, work began on the first pavilion, the lactancy pavilion, nowadays being used 
by some government’s organisms: “Consorci de Recursos per a la Integració de la Diversitat” (CRID), 
“Delegació de Turisme”, “l’Area de Promoció Econòmica i Ocupació”,and “l’Organisme de Gestió 
Tributaria” (ORGT). 
 
The following year work began on the babies’ pavilion (“Desmamats”, meaning “no-more-
lactating babies”), also known as “Ave María”, which is nowadays the headquarters of the “Conselleria 
de Sanitat de la Generalitat de Catalunya”. In1893 work began on the Ponent and Llevant pavilions, 
devoted to children with infectious diseases, and a third pavilion, to be used as laundry. The first two 
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pavilions host nowadays the “Direcció dels Serveis d’Urbanisme i Activitats Locals” (IGUAL), “l’Institut 
d’Habitatge Local (INHAL)” and other offices of l’ORGT; the “Arxiu Històric de la Diputació de 
Barcelona” (historical text archive of the city) is nowadays using the old laundry. 
 
Most of the pavilions were used for the abandoned children. In 1895, 5 pavilions had already 
been built: the “Lactància” pavilion, the “Ave María” pavilion, and the Ponent, Llevant and laundry 
pavilions; these were the pavilions that Camil Oliveras, architect and author of the project, could see 
finished. Still to be built were the great administration pavilion and the abandoned children pavilions, 
known as the “Germanes” and “Prat de la Riba” pavilions, respectively. Also the church, kitchen, 
lazareto (ward for infectuous deseases), pavilion for the morgue, autopsy room and laboratory, infirmary 
and gym, as well as the pools. The church, lazaretto and infirmary were never built. 
 
Since the beginning of the Project, in 1888, Camil Oliveras did not have freedom of action, as he 
had to adapt to the criteria expressed by doctors Rull, Cabot i Rodríguez, who had developed a 
hygienist programme for the new location in 1882, commissioned by the city council (Diputació). 
Olivera’s opinion was that the hygiene needs of the location were compatible with a type of architecture 
away from the traditional welfare institutions: it was necessary to develop a functional architecture but 
with good taste also. 
 
His project was in line with the demands of the institution’s doctors, who had written a detailed 
report of their needs. The result of this cooperation followed the sanitary rules of the time, and isolated 
two-floor pavilions would be built. To avoid humidity, the project envisaged to place these two levels 
between a semi-underground floor and a garret. 
 
Beyond the functionality of the indoor spaces, all those pavilions have a common denominator: 
the facades treatment and the variety of textures, achieving a great mixture of the bricks with stone 
walls. While in the skirting board stretcher bonded brickwork is used, the rest of the levels show partition 
walls. These textures are separate, in the slabs, by brick courses, with soft eaves, where ceramic 
friezes with many colors are highlighted and go round the perimeter of the building. The brick working in 
the upper part of the buildings is also distinctive: a handrail covers all the perimeter, simulating the 
defences that can be found in castles and big houses over the entries, what shows a peculiar view of 
the group formed by these first buildings created at “la Maternitat.”  An image nowadays indissoluble, 
linked to the urban district scenery and of a great significance. The first buildings designed by Camil 
Oliveras in “la Maternitat”, from an architectural point of view, represent one of the most representative 
and with more quality sets of Les Corts. 
 
However, the buildings  were not away of any controversy: they were branded as horrible, and 
as ridiculous was branded the textures design, referring to the brickwork joining common walls and 
bricks, representative, as we have seen, of this first pavilions. Anyway, that criticism came from Ignasi 
Conrad Bartrolí i Puigventós, an architect that had previously been working for the council as a 
draughtsman in the  “Dirección General de Camins Veïnals” and who, after 12 years working, was 
transferred to ”l’Oficina de Policia Urbana i Edificis Públics de la Diputació”, as an architect until new 
examinations were held. Meanwhile, he was assigned, in 1884, a Project for “la Casa de la Maternitat.” 
In 1887 Camil Oliveras passed the competitive examination to be the architect, and Bartrolí i Puigventós 
was relegated as the office assistant under the command of the new architect. Moreover, the city 
council (la Diputació) decided to replace Bartrolí’s project with the one from Camil Oliveras, who had the 
right to use all the data and documents from the previous project. With these precedents it is not 
strange that hard criticism on the designs of Camil Oliveras. 
 
The advisory reports suggested using wood to build the infectious diseases pavilions, with the 
idea of economy and temporariness in case of epidemy, so that they could be destroyed or burnt easily. 
Camil Oliveras ignored the report stating that they could also be used for common diseases, justifying 
the economical advantages of building permanent buildings. The thermal insulation suggested by 
Oliveras for the roof of the buildings is interesting: a course of thatch and plaster inside, and a Shell of 
iron truss outside, with two eaves. We should bear in mind that insulation was important, as the initial 
use was as infirmary for infectious cases. 
 
The construction process run parallel with the development of the institution and in the next 
years some pavilions were built up for maternity use, what has led to the existing set of buildings in the 
precincts. However, at the time of incorporation of Les Corts to the city of Barcelona, not all the 
buildings designed by Camil Oliveras in his Project (1890-1896) had been finished, and the task was 
carried on and even broaden from 1900 onwards by the architect Josep Bori i Gensana, who succeeded 
Camil Oliveras (deceased in 1898) as the interim council architect until 1907, when he finally got the 
permanent job. Josep Bori took over the project with the help of the General Architect Guitart i Lostaló. 
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2.1.4 Historical context of the pavilions in the second phase [1914 - 1942] 
 
During his interim stage, Bori continued with Oliveras’ project, starting in 1900 the kitchen or 
Central pavilion, also the one to be used as morgue, autopsy room and bacteriologic laboratory since 
1904, and the so called “de les Germanes” pavilion and “Prat de la Riba” pavilion – for multipurpose 
use, complementary to the already built pavilions-, being these two built between 1908 and 1928. 
 
The kitchen pavilion (Central) is located between the “Lactància” (lactation pavilion) and the 
babies (Desmamats / Ave María) pavilion; Camil Oliveras had also designed an underground galleries 
with wagons on rails, to easily transport food from the kitchen to the pavilions. The galleries, with a 
length of around 40 metres, began to be built in late 1900. Nowadays, and after a remodeling and 
adaptation of the inner spaces that started in 1998 following the Project by the architect Jordi M. López 
Clavería, the kitchen pavilion (Central) hosts offices belonging the university “la Universitat d’Educació a 
Distància (UNED). 
 
     
Section of galleries in pavilion kitchen (Central)   Underground galleries 
 
The pavilion that had to be built for morgue, autopsy room and bacteriological laboratory in the 
children asylum area was not designed until 1904 by Josep Bori. Although it is a small pavilion, its 
design is balanced if compared to the rest of buildings, and is formed by basement and ground floor. 
Used as home for the institution’s priest, nowadays hosts the “Universitat de Serveis Generals” 
university, after an adaptation by the architect Manel Valls Ferrer (1999). 
 
 
 
Regarding the pavilions called “Germanes” and “Prat de la Riba”, although they were already 
planned by Oliveras and their first stone was laid on 22nd November 1903 on the occasion of the fiftieth 
anniversary of the foundation of the institution, its construction will last a lot, due to some disagreements 
on the location and need of building of the church that should join the two pavilions. Between them, and 
next to the already built pavilions, Josep Bori wanted to build a big neogothic church, following the time 
ideals, and a spacious atrium in the shape of a cloister with covered galleries, one of which would have 
a monumental entrance facing the Travessera. Such church, designed by Bori, was never built.  
 
In 1988 a remodel project was implemented on the Germanes pavilion –“Germanes” because it 
hosted the Charity Sisters (germanes)- to install there the offices for the COOB’92, and its name 
changed to Olimpia pavilion; also the last house, the “rabal de Can Bauma”, was demolished. 
Nowadays this pavilion hosts the “Servei Català de la Salut” offices. 
 
The “Prat de la Riba” pavilion, which originally had an administrative use, received its name 
when the President de la Mancomunitat, Enric Prat de la Riba (August, 1917), died. During the period of 
the “Mancomunitat Catalana” (1914-1925) some ministries and general directions were created to 
develop the government tasks that had been carried out, until that moment, by the four different 
provincial councils. While the administrative powers and 
economical resources were being transferred, the 
“Mancomuinitat” resorted to loans to develop some 
projects. 
 
The period of the “Mancomunitat Catalana” 
represented a new building thrust for the complex, as it 
became one of the main spaces in the “Institució 
Maternal Catalana”. Since 1920 until 1942, according to 
the women care project created for the “Institució 
Maternal Catalana”, the premises are broaden with the 
building of two new pavilions, “Rosa” and “Blau i 
Policlínica”, reserved only for women’s treatment.  
 
 
Site plan of the Maternitat in 1921 
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Josep Bori drew up an ambitious Project for the maternity section, which should be constructed 
in a piece of land in the North of the premises. This plan began slowly due to the high expenses, and 
they decided building first the pavilion for single mothers, called Rosa pavilion, that nowadays hosts 
some “Universitat de Barcelona” university department (computers centre and staff and academic 
management services). Because of the high expenses of the project designed by Josep Bori, a cheaper 
project is assigned to the architect Josep Goday i Casals, who fulfilled the construction of the “Rosa” 
pavilion  between 1920 and 1925 and substituted Josep Bori as director architect of the project and 
construction of “La Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits”. Josep Bori worked only until the conclusion of the 
“Prat de la Riba” pavilion. As it was made before with the former pavilions, underground galleries were 
made to connect it with the kitchen (Central) pavilion. 
 
The Rosa pavilion was finally closed as maternity for single mothers in 1974; from 1989 it was 
restored and the inside was renovated to be used as offices for the COOB’92 following a project by the 
architect Norman Cinnamond; afterwards it was used by the “Universitat de Barcelona”. The tonalities of 
the facades decoration, in salmon pink, gave it the name of Rosa (pink) pavilion. 
 
The design of the so called Blau pavilion was also made by Josep Goday, and it was initially built 
to host maternity, policlinic and the infectious diseases ward. Its construction began in 1928 and lasted 
until 1942, and nowadays it hosts the “Corporació Sanitària Clínic Hospital – Consulta Externa” after the 
Diputació gave way, in 1993, to the “Consorci Sanitari del Clinic”. The name of Blau pavilion was 
probably used to distinguish it from the Rosa pavilion and due to the ceramic covering of the central 
dome, in spite of the brown colours used in the facades covering and terracotta. 
 
The last building designed and completely built in this period is also due to the hand of the 
architect Josep Goday. The pavilion called Helios was used to host babies affected with tuberculosis. It 
was started in March 1933 and unveiled the last day of 1936. With the design of this pavilion, Goday 
avoided the language he had used until that moment, not  only in the rest of buildings of the Materrniitat, 
but also in the well-known school groups in Barcelona, with decorated facades, balustrades, vases and 
clay panellings, etc., things that gave his buildings the formal consideration of “novecentistas”. With this 
Helios pavilion, Goday started a new rationalist language, which evolution was cut due to his premature 
death in 1936, being 54 years old. It made impossible to know what effect he could have had. 
Nowadays the pavilion is being used by the “CAP les Corts” and the “Unitat de Tabaquisme.” 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.5 Historical context of the pavilions in the third phase [1953 - nowadays] 
 
During the third phase of the premises, in 1953, the Maternitat celebrated the centenary of its 
foundation with several acts, one of which was laying a first stone for a pavilion that would host the 
enlargement of the babies ward to accommodate around 150 babies between 2 and 3 years old. 
Building this pavilion was possible thanks to the personal legate of Francesc Cambó i Batlle, who 
donated an important part of his fortune to several institutions, being one of those the “Casa de la 
Maternitat i Expòsits”. Cambó contributed exactly with 2 million pesetas for the Maternitat, that were 
used to endow a part of the new building. The project was designed by the architect Manuel Baldrich i 
Tibau, who was the architect for the Diputació since 1945. It was built in the place where the former 
projects had planned to build the church and the atrium, between two pavilions, Germanes and Prat de 
la Riba, joining the as if it were a wide corridor. In fact, for a long time the inner facades of the two 
pavilions, Germanes and Prat de la Riba, seemed unfinished. 
 
 
Aerial view of the Maternitat from the south side, at the end of the 40 
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With this, the south entry to the premises was definitively organised, with a facade behind the 
front line and with a wide garden having a pond in the center (nowadays disappeared) exactly where 
Josep Bori had designed the church and communication galleries. The access to the premises, with this 
new Cambó pavilion, was solved with a portico in the ground floor, held by concrete pillars. 
 
This Cambó pavilion was officially unveiled on 25th June. Initially designed for the babies ward, it 
was later used as nursery school for the “Serveis Socials” until the late 80s. In 1991 it was transformed 
into the “Escola Universitaria de Biblioteques Jordi Rubió i Balaguer”, after the architect Ernest 
Minguillón remodeled it. Then it was again remodeled to host the headquarters of COM Ràdio, which 
started working there at the end of 1998. With the construction of the Cambó pavilion, the building 
programme for the Maternitat premises (that had started in the late XIX century) was finished. 
 
As time went on, the buildings in the Maternitat were no more adequate for the social needs of 
the time, and step by step, the babies section, which was smaller as the staying age was shorter, was 
moved to the new premises in Llars Mundet in the Vall d’Hebron hospital. The maternity section, on the 
other hand, strengthened as a quality public service with the specialties of obstetrics, gynaecology and 
paediatrics, the revamp of which gathered the most of the economic contributions. The logical 
consequence of these changes was that the Diputació reconsidered the use of buildings, giving them a 
new social use according the new age. Thus, in 1985, the “Diputació de Barcelona” passed the “Pla 
d’Actuació i Ordenació de la Casa de Maternitat”, a plan designed by the architects Josep Lluís Canosa 
and Carles Ferrater. In broad terms, this proposal intended to reorganize the premises by turning the 
buildings into public buildings used for services, of course requiring a renovation of the buildings. The 
plan also intended to gather together all the medical services of the premises in the Blau pavilion. It also 
planned to transform the inner spaces into an urban park, restricting the access to wheeled traffic. 
 
The last built buildings in the premises had no relation with the programme; they are two halls, 
called Hèlios II and Hèlios III, built between 1989 and 1991 to enlarge the COOB’92 offices. In fact, they 
were built with modular materials to be temporary, as they were going to be used only for some months. 
Against the idea of the remodel plan of gathering all the medical services in the Blau pavilion, nowadays 
they are being used by the “Unitat de Psiquiàtrica Infantil i Juvenil de la Corporació Sanitària del Clínic”, 
the “Institut de Bioquímica Clínica” and the “Organización Catalana de Transplantaments (OCATT).” 
 
Since 1989 the “Prat de la Riba” pavilion is used by the “Institut d’Educació Secundària Les 
Corts”, previously hosted in the Rosa pavilion. It was using a very small surface next to the old laundry 
as playground. To provide the “IES Les Corts” with a basketball and handball court, it was built in 1999 
next to the last two built halls. 
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2.1.6 Pavilions timeline 
 
The following plan shows the different construction phases of “La Casa de la Maternitat i 
Expòsits”, that lasted almost seventy years. 
 
In brief, this the timeline of the three phases in relation with the building and functional 
development in the premises.  
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2.2 HISTORY OF THE ROSA, PONENT AND LLEVANT PAVILIONS 
 
2.2.1 Rosa pavilion [1920 - 1925] 
 
This pavilion was designed by Josep Goday i Casals, in 1920, to unify all the services addressed 
to women in need, single mothers or women secretly pregnant. Construction works were relatively fast 
and the pavilion was officially unveiled on 17 June, 1925, at a total cost of 1.600.000 pesetas. 
 
The original building was distributed in a semi-basement, ground floor and first floor, with some 
facilities: disinfection area, foot-bath area, toilets, kitchen infirmary, laboratory, chemist, dining room, 
and bedrooms with capacity for 112 beds for patients and 14 beds for the medical staff. The ground 
floor was used for women in need of charity and the first floor for women secretly pregnant. 
The building has a ground floor based on a rectangular surface of 80,80 metres long and 17,70 
metres wide, with a total surface of approximately 1500 m2. This big longitudinal surface is flanked at 
the ends by two side projected surfaces, and another surface at the back (9,40m x 15,00 m), originally 
used as medical staff room. The inside spaces are arranged around a central corridor, in the middle of 
which there is a wide squared space or gallery, covered and with the main staircase attached to the 
west side. 
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The exterior of the building stands out because of the rich decoration of murals with sgraffito in 
salmon pink, what gave the building the name of pavilion Rosa. These sgraffiti are laid in vertical strips 
from the ground to the first floor, and are based on geometric, vegetal and animal designs, giving the 
building a symmetrical decorative rhythm in the whole exterior. 
 
 
Main facade of pavilion Rosa 
 
The main door, however, is highlighted by two Tuscan columns on a stone plinth, upon which a 
entablature with a shield is laid. Over it you find the putti sculptures (ornamental motifs consisting in 
naked children, usually winged) and fruits around a semicircular pediment dominated by the sculpture of 
an infant on a shell. The top part of the whole perimeter of the building consists of a balustrade between 
concrete pillars decorated with jugs and vegetal motifs. All this decoration was designed by F. 
Canyellas, who drew sketches on a 1:10 scale and some parts on a 1:1 scale of the sgraffiti used in the 
facades. 
 
The secretly pregnant women were single women, many of them of the working class. Until the 
end of the second decade of the 20th century, the 80% of the women who were attended in “Les Corts” 
were single women who went to the Rosa pavilion, and most of their children were given to the 
institution. The figures in other centres in the (Hospital de Sant Pau and Hospital Clínico) were similar. 
 
 
The single mothers who gave birth 
maternity Ward had to breast-feed their children 
for a period of at least five weeks, to bring down 
the death toll and also to avoid giving the 
children to the institution, but the health 
condition of most of them, due to the nutritional 
deficiencies they had, made it impossible for 
them to breast feed the children. 
 
 
Artificial solarium of newborns in pavilion Rosa 
 
Secret pregnancy is closely related to a morality and cultural patterns that identified women with 
the households, family and home. They were considered an instrument for reproduction within marriage, 
which according to the basic approach of the Catholic Church, should only be for the purpose of 
procreation. 
 
 
Hallway of ground floor in pavilion Rosa 
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From the beginning of the 20th century, awareness on gender relations starts based on the 
women’s movements that will develop around certain constants. The women’s demands will focus on 
the right to access to education, paid working and professional training; improvement of the social 
situation of women; overcoming the idea of prolific maternity and dedication to home in favor of a 
modern and prepared woman. 
 
 
South side room of ground floor in pavilion Rosa 
 
The building kept its maternity functions until 1974. In 1989 an indoor restructuring took place to 
install the “COOB Barcelona 92” offices, by a Norman Cinnamond’s project. The sgraffiti, designed by 
Francesc Canyellas, were also restored. Nowadays the staff and academic management services of the 
“Universitat de Barcelona” are located there. The different interior reform works have made the original 
structure disappear, as well as the hall moulding and the decorative elements. 
 
2.2.2 Pavilions for infectious diseases and infirmaries [1893 – 1894] 
 
The two pavilions for infectious diseases and infirmaries, Ponent and Llevant, began to be built 
in 1893 and were finished 17 October 1983 and 16 May 1984, according to the project by Camil 
Oliveras. The total cost of the works was around 110.000 pesetas. See annex A.3 about the historical 
document of construction estimation for Ponent and Llevant. 
 
The 1882 advisory report suggested making the two pavilions with wood, with an idea of being 
provisional and economical (in case of an epidemic, the pavilions could be easily destroyed or burnt). 
Oliveras contravened that idea with the justification of using the pavilions for common diseases, 
presenting economic reasons to build permanent buildings. 
 
 
Stay infectious patients care. Open space in pavilions Ponent and Llevant 
 
Because of this, the pavilions were design to host inmates with infectious diseases but were 
used, until 1957, basically as children infirmaries, boys in a pavilion and girls in the other one. Doctors 
also used one of the pavilions as operating room, as they lacked of a general infirmary. 
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Their initial aim of hosting contagious patients was had in mind 
when building the pavilions, and that is why the thermal insulation was 
reinforced with a double wall in the outside walls and with an insulation 
chamber under the roof, made up of a vaulted cover of plaster and reed. 
Outside, the iron trusses, laid on the pillars, form a double-pitched 
covering of plane tiles. 
 
Cross-section in pavilions Ponent and Llevant 
 
The Project made by Oliveras does not include these two buildings, as they were not part of the 
initial order. The ground plan of the pavilions is a rectangle with projected areas in every end that use 
443,30 metres each, and a total length and width of 48,60 metres and 8,80 metres respectively. 
 
 
Longitudinal section in pavilions Ponent and Llevant 
 
Plant distribution of beds in pavilions Ponent and Llevant 
 
Infectious diseases as cholera and syphilis were cyclical epidemics along the 19th century, but 
were eradicate during the 20th century. Congenital syphilis was passed on from the mother to the child 
via the placenta. During the first half of the 20th century, the main causes of death in children of more 
than two years old were infectious diseases, specially the respiratory ones as pneumonia, tuberculosis, 
or whooping cough, and the exanthematous ones, such as measles, smallpox and scarlet fever. 
 
 
Since 1957, when the Cambó pavilion started to be used, all the children housed in these two 
pavilions were moved to the new “Servicio de Neuropediatría”. This service altered the original shape of 
the building and changed the original wall murals with decorations from traditional children tales. In 
1994-1995 It was again restructured to host the “Organización de Gestión Tributaría (ORGT) de la 
Diputació” offices. This time, the restructure of the building modified all the inside to adapt the building 
to the new use. Since October 2003 this pavilion hosts the following council services: “Dirección de 
Servicios de Urbanismo y Vivienda”, “Instituto de Gestión Urbanística y Actividades Locales” and 
“Instituto de Vivienda Local”. 
 
 
2.3 HISTORY OF THE ARCHITETCT AND HIS ARCHITECTURE 
 
2.3.1 The architect, Josep Goday i Casals 
 
The work of the architect Josep Goday i Casals (Mataró, 1882 – 
Barcelona, 13 May 1936) is part of the artistic movement called “noucentisme”, 
considering this author one of the leading figures in this style. Goday entered 
the “Escuela de Arquitectura de Barcelona” in 1897 and obtained his 
qualification as architect on 19 February 1905. Meanwhile, he worked as 
draftsman for Puig i Cadafalch, as well as disciple and collaborator. 
Josep Goday i Casals 
 
They both took part together, in 1904, in the 
contest for the neo-gothic church “Sagrado Corazón 
de María” in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
 
In 1907 he took part in the archaeological-
legal mission to the “Franja de Aragón”, organised 
by the “Institut d’Estudis Catalans”. He was joined 
by Josep Puig i Cadafalch, Josep Gudiol, Guillem 
Maria Brocà and Adolf Mas. 
Contest neogothic church in Buenos Aires 
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One of his first works, in 
cooperation with M. Ballarin, was 
the famous drinks kiosk of 
Caneletes, in 1908, in the 
“Rambla de Barcelona”, dislodged 
in 1951. Among his early works 
two houses highlight, Barquets 
and Girbau, in Sant Feliu de 
Guíxols in 1910. 
 
 
Kiosk Canaletes 
in the Rambla of Barcelona 
 
In 1912 he was part of the “Junta de Museus de Barcelona” in which he was in charge of the 
Modern Art section, what favoured that he took part in the works of the “Museu d’Empúries” due to the 
archaeological excavations. 
 
Later, in 1914, together with the architect Jaume Torres i Grau, he won the contest for the new 
headquarters of the “Casa de Correus i Telègrafs de Barcelona”, located in “Via Laietana” with the 
“Plaza de Antoni López”, and performed between 1926 and 1927. The building was erected on a land 
owned by Josep Collasso y Gil, a big land-owner of the city who was also mayor of the city, and was the 
closing of a cycle of buildings in this 
new street, “Via Laietana”. The 
“Casa de Correus i Telègrafs” is a 
classicist and monumental building; 
in its facade the portico stands out 
with four pillars finished with 
sculptures made by Manuel Fuxà 
and the tower in its right end; inside, 
what is remarkable is the skylight 
and the “noucentista” paints by 
Josep Galí, Francesc Labarta, 
Josep Obiols and Francesc 
Canyellas. 
 
“La Casa de Correus i Telègrafs” 
He worked as municipal architect in the city of Barcelona, and in 1916 he was head architect for 
the “Comissió de Cultura.” 
 
But his recognition comes from the great number of schools he built, initiating into this field with 
the improvement and enlargement works in the “marista” school “Coll de Valldemia” (1911-1912, 
Mataró), where he studied as a child. This foregoing work led him to be awarded other schools in 
Barcelona, some of which are still working as schools, as the schools “Àngel Baixeras” (1922, Via 
Laietana, Ciutat Vella); “La Farigola” (1922, Sant Camil street, Vallcarca); “Milà i Fontanals-Luïsa Cura” 
(1931, “calle dels Àngels”, Ciutat Vella); “Ramon Llull” (1931, “avenida Diagonal” , “calle Sardenya” and 
“paseo Carles I”, Eixample); “Pere Vila” (1931, “paseo Lluís Companys”, Ciutat Vella); “Lluís Vives 
l’Olivereta” (1931, in the corner of Riera Blanca and “calle de Canalejas”, in Sants); “Casas” (1933, Sant 
Martí); and “Collaso i Gil” (1932-35, “calle Sant Pau”, Ciutat Vella). Most of these schools could not be 
unveiled until 1931, once that had finished the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera. 
 
School Ángel Baixeras 
 
These buildings defined his style and were 
exponent of the “noucentisme”. Between 1932 
and 1935 he built his last school, “Collaso i Gil” 
with a pre-rationalist language, approaching the 
Centre-European school, really different from the 
“noucentista” style he had used in other schools. 
The reason for this is the influence he absorbed 
during his visits to some schools in Germany or             School La Farigola 
Switzerland. 
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Goday sets out, before the irregularity of modernism, more regularity and efficiency, not 
trespassing on the architectural frame of the building and avoiding the decorative exuberance of 
modernism. In his outside walls the decoration of his esgraffiti stands out, performed by his collaborator 
Canyellas. The education reformers of the time, in the “Mancomunitat” era, set out some ideas that 
were reviving, hygienist, humanist and pro-European, which Josep Goday took into account. He set out 
a public school in which aesthetics and functionality joined in a whole. He wanted to dignify the working 
classes of the city and overcome the traditional school, not very close to the 
lower classes, and which was held by priests. He considered education as a 
whole, humanist and secular, and it was reflected in his buildings, designing 
areas for a global use of leisure and coexistence. It was an ambitious project 
of catalanism and political regenerationism (Goday was a militant in the “Lliga” 
and republican) that was cut short when the dictatorship started. 
 
Josep Goday i Casals 
 
He presents a type of architecture decorated with regularity and convenience in the service of 
the building use, especially worried about using sun light inside the inner spaces. His work is influenced 
by clasicism and mediterraneanism. 
 
With his work in the Rosa pavilion in “La Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits”, between 1920 and 
1925, he summarized the “noucentista” tradition style used by the architect in this time. 
  
He performed several works in historical buildings, as the remodeling of the patio in “la Casa de 
l’Ardiaca” (Santa Llúcia street) in 1919, and of the “Pati Manning”, “Pati Plandolit” and “Pati de les 
Dones” in the “Casa de la Caritat” between 1926 and 1929. Besides the chalets and private houses, we 
should remark the reconstructions he carried out in the old house of the “Arcediano de Barcelona”, as 
well as in the “Escuela de Artes y Oficios de los Josepets” and the “l’Escuela del Mar”. 
 
In 1929 he built the “Ciutat de Barcelona” pavilion for the “Exposició Universal” with a 
rectangular floor, an only structure and based in “noucentista” schemes that the author had already 
used in many of his works. It stood out due to its austerity in the structure, with a ground floor in which it 
is remarkable the two symmetrical series of blind arches holding rectangular Windows, and with a first 
floor with central windows of semicircular arches and squared windows in both sides. 
 
The following year he carried out the cleaning and insulation of the Romanic church and cloister 
of “Sant Pau del Camp”. 
 
He handed in a project to build a residence for the King Alfonso XIII in Barcelona, which would in 
a future be the “Palacio de Pedralbes”, but a government crisis and the latter dissolution of parliament 
stopped the project, which already had a grant of 12 million pesetas. 
 
In 1933 he entered, as a permanent member, the “Reial Acadèmia Catalana de Belles Arts de 
Sant Jordi.” 
 
In the “La Casa de la Maternitat i Expòsits” premises he had also 
designed, as we saw before, the Blau pavilion (1928) and the Hèlios pavilion 
(1933-1935). 
 
His last Project, before he died at the age of 54, was the temple of the 
“Jardín Botánico de Blanes.” 
Josep Goday i Casals 
 
Besides his task as architect, he stood out as Art historian, with the issue (together with Antoni 
de Falguera and with his teacher Josep Puig i Cadafalch as collaborator) of the work “L’arquitectura 
romànica a Catalunya (1909-1919)”. To illustrate the book, Puig sent Goday to draw the Romanic 
buildings of the area; it is worth remembering those days in 1910 when the architect went up the 
mountains and down the “Vall de Boí” valley, riding a mule, the only way of accessing those far-off and 
difficult to reach areas, to fulfill such a noble task. This work, published in three volumes by the “Institut 
d’Estudis Catalans”, was prize-winning in the Martorell contest and was awarded the prize “Raul 
Dusseigneur” from the “Academia de Inscripciones y Bellas Artes de París”. The importance of the work 
is that it is the first research in which all the Catalan Romanic buildings and monuments are registered 
together, in a precise and detailed way; thanks to this work the influence of the European medieval art 
in Cataluña can be studied. 
 
He contributed in the making of the “Enciclopedia 
Espasa” and, as a last note, he was also assistant teacher 
for his teacher, Puig i Cadafalch, in the chairmanship of Arts 
History in the “Institut d’Estudis Catalans”. 
 
Rubric of the architect 
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2.3.2 The novecentista architecture 
 
At the end of the 19th century and during the the first decade of the 20th century, the most 
characteristic cultural movement that took place in Catalunya was modernism. Its main figures wanted 
to transform the “Renaixença” or Renaissance culture into a national and modern culture. The 
Catalonian middle-class willingly accepted Modernism because due to its appearance in fields as 
architecture, sculpture or painting, made it possible to include arts in their lives. In this way, modernism 
turned into a symbol of economical power and the new Cosmopolitan aspect of the Catalonian middle-
class. In the beginnings of the 20th century, modernism set the pace of fashion in clothes, design, 
decoration or visual arts. At the same time, modernism had also a musical and literary aspect. 
 
With all this, the most prominent activity of the modernist school was architecture and its 
decorative complements, and its most known representative was Antoni Gaudí. Barcelona turned into 
one of the cities with more modernist buildings in the world. At the same time, the city was an important 
arts centre during the modernist stage. 
 
Since 1906, modernism started to be replaced by “noucentisme” which accused it of being a 
decadent and anarchic art. Facing the modernist “romantic chaos”, the “noucentistes” proposed 
investigating order, clarity, harmony, measure and rationality. In times of Prat de la Riba, the 
“Mancomunitat de Catalunya” supported “noucentisme”, having Eugeni D’Ors as the most distinguished 
ideologist. 
 
Novecentismo, that is mainly a literary phenomenon, must be contrasted with other cultural 
fields, all of them linked to a common historical cycle focused between 1906 and 1917. Anyway, the 
architectural processes last a longer period. 
 
In 1906 Eugeni d’Ors coined the term “noucentisme”, from his 
daily column “Glosari” in “La Veu de Catalunya”, as a programme for the 
Catalonian culture to replace modernism, movement that he considered 
should be exceeded with the entry of the “novecientos” (1900), and hence 
its name, as it had happened with the Italian Quattrocento (1400) and 
Cinquecento (1500). On the other hand, the term also stands on the term 
“nou” (new), as opposite of old. A new century starts, with new proposals 
of change that beat the old century. 
Effigy's Eugeni d’Ors Rovira 
 
In contrast to modernists, novecentistes really join culture and politics. The middle-class is 
committed to catalonianism and the intellectuals, and accepts cooperating in a project of transformation 
of a more autonomous Catalunya. This idea of capable autonomy started during modernism, but the 
modernist postulates were clearly against the ruling class. The novecentistas understood that without 
the middle-classes it was impossible to start a Project like this. 
 
On the ideological side, novecentismo represents the imposition of reason, accuracy, serenity, 
order and clarity. They declare preponderance of the line over color, and defend the expressive 
sobriety. It is a reaction against liberalism, romanticism, naturalism, positivism and secularism. It is 
opposed to these movements with a demand of taking part in the public business, a renewed 
spiritualism and a greater importance of will against the empiric data. It appreciates inteligence more 
than sensitiveness. Novecentismo leans more towards mediterraneanist doctrines taking place ni 
France in that time. These doctrines were first started by the “école romane” and later by the 
contributions of Cézanne classicist rhetoric of the “esprit nouveau”. Against the northern values 
defending modernism, the novecentismo comes back to the Mediterranean world, to the Greco-Latin 
classical culture. 
 
Novecentismo helped the Catalonian middle-class to root as hegemonic class and export its 
improvements programme to the rest of Spain. 
 
In this active and regenerationist attitude there are two concepts, not new, that help to create the 
main ideas of the novocentismo: classicism and mediterraneanism. Classical world contextualizes their 
ideas with a cultural root and ideological and working ancestors shared with Rome and Greece. It is a 
referential base to be used as a guide, for example when elaborating the norms for Catalan (language). 
On the other hand, the Mediterranean concept contributes with a value of common location and origin, 
with certain constants, also inherited by Catalonians. The new contributions made by the novecentistas 
want to be a measured model of change, but a change which also brings tradition. Tradition gives you 
an identity; a new Catalunya is being created, but rooted on its past and conscious of its origins. 
 
Novecentistas see that the right place to fulfill all the changes is the city. Building a city is 
consolidating the outline of a modern civilization. The city is a space with constant changes, a reflection 
of the different paths followed by civilization. This civilization will be the final result of its work. A 
metropolis has to be created as an example of modernity for the whole country. Revolution means 
moving away from the rural environment and focus on the cities, but not losing the countryside 
traditions. Industry and middle-class companies are the engine of the new autonomous Catalonia, and 
Barcelona is the capital. 
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The construction of the new metropolis includes all the spheres, but it is the artist who takes part 
in a more direct way. He has the possibility of acquiring a completely modern feeling because his art 
achieves social functions. Union between art and society allows the formulation of a beauty ideal that is 
reflected on the creation of parks, buildings, public sculptures, mural paintings, gardens and new urban 
plans. 
 
Besides the already seen Goday, in this type of architecture some other people stand out, such 
as Nicolau Maria Rubió i Tudurí (Montjuïc and “Palau Reial de Pedralbes” gardens, church of “Mare de 
Déu de Montserrat de Pedralbes”), Josep Francesc Ràfols (Casa Méndiz, 1925 in Vilanova i la Geltrú), 
Francesc Folguera (Casal de Sant Jordi, 1928-1932 in Barcelona) and Cèsar Martinell (Celler d'El Pinell 
de Brai, 1917). 
 
The architectural characteristics of novecentismo are: 
 Use of construction techniques based on recovering the most rigorous style with few 
decorations and a classical style, with imitations from the Greco-Latin world. 
 Novecentismo is an attitude of going back to order and which is not understood without a 
reference to Rennaissance (15th and 16th C.) and llustration 18th C.). 
 Importance of soft colors, ochre sensitive tones, pale, delicate or light. 
 Use of symmetry and balance of shapes, based on classicism. 
 Use of sgraffiti with vegetal motifs delicately engraved, giving the facades a luxurious look. 
 Usually a balcony was turned into a stand. 
 Very elaborate mouldings design. 
 Frequent use of balustrades (moulded shape of Stone or Wood, sometimes of metal, used tu 
hold a balcony or terrace, or hand rails in stairs, with concrete, marble or wood  moulds. 
 Use of materials such as marble, stone, ceramics and, exceptionally, metal. 
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DOCUMENTO HISTÓRICO SOBRE EL PRESUPUESTO DE OBRA DE LOS PABELLONES PONENT Y LLEVANT 
 
[Fuente: AH Maternitat]
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[Fuente: AH Maternitat] 
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CATÁLOGOS COMERCIALES DE MATERIALES APLICADOS EN PROYECTO 
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CARPINTERÍA 
 
Puertas batientes izquierda/derecha para empujar 
Marca Krona mod. EGO batiente para revoque 
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Puertas batientes izquierda/derecha para tirar 
Marca Krona mod. EGO (batiente para revoque) 
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Puertas correderas de hoja única 
Marca Krona mod. EGO Corrediza (corredera para revoque) 
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Armazón para puertas correderas de hoja única 
Marca Krona mod. KRONA (armazón para revoque) 
 
 
 
 
 
Manilla para puertas correderas con cerradura en baños 
Marca Krona mod. KUADRA y acabado cromo satinado 
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Manilla para puertas correderas sin cerradura en espacio reservado a inodoro y bidé 
Marca Krona mod. KUADRA y acabado cromo satinado 
 
   
   
 
 
 
Maneta para puertas batientes exentas de cierre electrónico 
Marca Jandel mod. 3022 y acabado cromo satinado 
 
 
Pintura en barandillas metálicas 
Marca Hammerite mod. Esmalte Liso 
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ACABADOS EN SUPERFICIES HORIZONTALES INFERIORES [PAVIMENTOS] 
 
Pavimento cerámico zonas comunes y baños de habitaciones 
Marca SALONI mod. Resort 30x90cm marfil XH1670 en zonas comunes 
Marca SALONI mod. Resort 30x90cm ocre XH1570 en baños de habitaciones 
 
 
 
 
 
Pavimento cerámico vestuarios y zona de servicios 
Marca SALONI mod. Admira 58x58cm marfil SM7670 
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Pavimento madera salas comunes y habitaciones 
Marca VENESPA mod. AC3 - 33 roble silvestre 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pavimento técnico de vidrio en lucernarios 
Marca SAINT-GOBAIN mod. Satinovo mate 
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Pavimento técnico madera en pista deportiva 
Marca ISD mod. cush II bambú 
 
 
 
Pavimento técnico en sala de Fitness 
Marca PAVIGYM mod. Fitness bamboo 
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ACABADOS EN SUPERFICIES VERTICALES [ALICATADOS] 
 
Alicatado interior barra y sobre de barra en bar-café 
Marca SALONI mod. Proyección 60x120cm antracita XD2760 
 
 
Alicatado faldón de barra en bar-café 
Marca SALONI mod. Cubic M. Tapiz 24x24cm beige GX3610 
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Alicatado en aseos comunes 
Marca SALONI mod. Gradual 30x90cm gris QR7710 - Zócalo de h=1 
Marca SALONI mod. Gradual 30x90cm crema QR7620 - General 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alicatado en dormitorio 
Marca SALONI mod. Advance Imagina 45x90cm crema TZ1620 
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Alicatado en baños de habitaciones 
Marca SALONI mod. Infinity 30x90cm marrón LA5630 – Ducha 
Marca SALONI mod. Infinity 30x90cm blanco LA5500 - General 
 
Marca SALONI mod. Sincro Division 30x59cm antracita RJ7760 - General 
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Alicatado en vestuarios y en zona de servicio: cocina, almacenes, taller, lavandería, cuartos de limpieza 
Marca SALONI mod. M. Sybar 25x75cm gris VA4710 – Duchas de vestuarios 
Marca SALONI mod. Sybar 25x75cm marfil TX2670 - General 
 
 
 
 
ACABADOS EN SUPERFICIES HORIZONTALES SUPERIORES [TECHOS] 
 
Falso techo montado sobre perfilaría de acero galvanizado 
Marca PLADUR mod. TEC en zonas generales y dormitorios 
Marca PLADUR mod. WA en zonas húmedas 
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ELEMENTOS COMPLEMENTARIOS DE INSTALACIONES 
 
Depósito de aguas pluviales 
Marca GRAF mod. Pack Carat Profesional 
 
EQUIPAMIENTOS 
 
Toldo en terraza de bar-café 
Marca CORRADI mod. Intrepid 4,38x4,38cm color Burdeos 
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Toldo en terraza de bar-café 
Marca CORRADI mod. Spin 3,40x3,40cm color Beige 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sistema de butacas móviles 
Marca Figueras mod. Mutamut 
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Sauna en instalaciones deportivas del pabellón Llevant 
Marca INBECA en abeto escandinavo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MOBILIARIO 
 
Taburete en barra de bar-café 
Marca lapalma mod. Lem 55-67 madera haya desteñida 
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Butacas en vestíbulos 
Marca Classicdesign mod. No. B3 Chair “Silla Wassily” 79x70x70cm, de Marcel Breuer 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Butacas en sala de actos 
Marca Classicdesign mod. “Silla Barcelona” 76x77x76cm, de L. Mies van der Rohe 
 
 
   
 
 
 
Butacas en salones de habitaciones tipo suite o junior suite 
Marca Classicdesign mod. “Butaca LC2 Petit Modèle” 76x70x67cm, de Le Corbusier 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
Sofás en salones de habitaciones tipo suite o junior suite 
Marca Classicdesign mod. “Sofa Petit Modèle LC2” 180x70x67cm, de Le Corbusier 
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SANITARIOS 
 
Lavamanos en aseos comunes 
Marca Roca mod. Diverta color blanco 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grifería de lavamanos en aseos comunes 
Marca Roca mod. L90 
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Inodoro en aseos comunes 
Marca Roca mod. Hall color blanco 
 
 
 
 
Urinario en aseos comunes 
Marca Roca mod. Spun color blanco 
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Lavamanos en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Kalahari color blanco 
 
 
             
Grifería de lavamanos, bidé y bañera en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Evol 
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Inodoro en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Element color blanco 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bidé en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Element color blanco 
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Plato de ducha en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Hall color blanco 
 
 
 
 
Grifería de ducha en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Essential 
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Bañera angular en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Hall color blanco 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bañera rectangular en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Hall color blanco 
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Lavamanos e inodoro en baños partidos de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. W+W color blanco 
 
 
     
 
 
Vertedero en cuartos de limpieza para personal de servicio 
Marca Roca mod. Garda color blanco 
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Muebles en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Kalahari lacado antracita brillante 
 
   
   
 
 
Espejo en baños de habitaciones 
Marca Roca mod. Luna lacado antracita brillante 
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Ascensores 
Marca OTIS mod. GeN2 Comfort 6 Pers. (3 ud.) 
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Montacargas 
Marca OTIS mod. Montacargas1000Kg (1 ud.) 
 
 
 
Salvaescaleras rectas de exterior 
Marca Incisa mod. Vit 65x90cm (2 ud en accesos secundarios del hotel) 
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Salvaescaleras rectas de exterior 
Marca Incisa mod. Artira 70x75cm (1 ud en acceso principal del hotel) 
 
 
 
 
